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Abstract

The maximum bubble pressure tensiometry is the only technique that allows measurements of dynamic surface tensions of
surfactant solutions in the short time range down to milliseconds and even below. To reach such extremely short adsorption times,
many hydrodynamic and aerodynamic effects have to be taken into consideration in order to measure physical values or to correct
for the respective influences. In particular, the design of the instruments, and essentially the geometry of the measuring cell and
capillary, are of key importance for accurate experiments. Another important issue is the way of determination of the characteristic
bubble times, such as bubble dead time and lifetime. Examples demonstrate that the bubble pressure technique provides a powerful
tool for studies of adsorption dynamics even for solutions of higher viscosities.
� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Already 150 years ago the maximum bubble pressure
method(MBPM) was proposed by Simonw1x for meas-
uring the surface tension of liquids. In recent reviews
the various aspects of this method were discussedw2–
7x. The physical processes taking place during the
growth and separation of a bubble from the tip of a
capillary, the problems of measuring bubble pressure,
lifetime and so-called dead time were considered in
many papersw7–30x. Using this method, significant
results have been obtained in many fields of application
where dynamic surface tensions at short adsorption times
are required, including industrial and biological appli-
cationsw31–50x.
The successful development of theory and technique

of the MBPM are the reason why today various types
of bubble pressure tensiometers are commercially avail-
able: Sensadyn 5000(Chem Dyne Research Corp.,
USA), BP2 (Kruss, Germany), T60 (SITA Messtechnik¨
GmbH, Germany), MPT2 (Lauda, Germany) and BPA-
1 (SINTERFACE, Germany). The main reasons are the
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possibility of automation of measurement and calcula-
tion procedures, and in particular the increasing demand
for studies of dynamic surface phenomena at very short
times. In these tensiometers, capillaries of different size
are used. Also, the technical principles employed for
measuring the surface lifetime are different. This leads
to dynamic surface tensions that deviate significantly
from each other when measured with different instru-
mentsw51x.
In some instruments, the surface tension is directly

determined from the maximum pressure in the instru-
ment’s gas system connected to the capillary. The
lifetime of the bubble(t ) and the dead time(t ) arel d

estimated from the change in the measured pressure:tl
from the increasing part andt from the decreasing partd

of the pressure curve. This procedure is self-contradic-
tory: precise measurements of surface tension based on
the pressure in the system require a system volume
much larger than the volume of a single separating
bubblew2,7,30x. At the same time, precise measurements
of the lifetime can be performed only if the system
volume is relatively small. We will show below that the
attempt to minimise the error(say, to keep within 1%)
for one of the measured parameters results in a signifi-
cant increase in the error for other parameters: for
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a maximum bubble pressure tensiometer
with a gas flow oscillation analyser(BPA); (1) pump or compressor,
(2, 4) pneumatic volume,(3, 5) capillaries,(6) differential pressure
sensor,(7) pressure sensor,(8) internal gas volume of the instrument,
(9) Peltier block,(10) valve,(11) measuring capillary,(12) interface
PC-instrument,(13) computer.

surface tension the error becomes 3–10%, while for the
lifetime this error can amount up to 50% of the deter-
mined value.
In the tensiometers MPT2(LAUDA ) and BPA(SIN-

TERFACE), the precision of surface tension measure-
ments is high due to the large volume of the
measurement system(up to 40 ml). The procedure
employed for the determination of the lifetime in the
MPT2 was described earlierw2,18,29x: first, the critical
pressure(or critical flow rate) is localised in the pres-
sure–flow rate curveP(L). The interval between bubbles
in the point of critical flow rate(the transition point
between the bubble and jet regimes) is measured. This
time interval is equal to the dead time, which for any
arbitrary flow rate can be recalculated via the measured
pressure using the Poiseuille law. This method has the
drawback that the consideration of hydrodynamic effects
in the calculation of dead time and lifetime is quite
cumbersomew7,25–28x. Also, the implementation of the
method requires preliminary measurement of the entire
pressure–flow rate characteristic and determination of
the critical point, which restricts the applicability of the
method and makes it rather slow.
In a recent paperw52x an essentially new method for

the measurement of the surface lifetime was proposed,
which is free of the deficiencies mentioned above. The
method employs explicit measurements of the dead time
and lifetime from the oscillations of the gas flow from
the measurement system to the capillary. This is in
contrast to other tensiometers where the pressure signal
is directly used. The method is based on the fact that
during the period of lifetime the air flow from the
measuring system to the capillary is very small, and
finally the growth of the bubble becomes almost zero.
During period of rapid bubble growth and final separa-
tion from the capillary, the so-called dead time, the air
flow from the measuring system to the capillary, increas-
es strongly and attains its maximum in the moment of
separation. Therefore, the air flow from the external
system to the measuring system oscillates and can be
used to measure the interval between two bubbles and
to exactly determine the bubble dead time and lifetime.
In contrast to the method where thet values arel

measured from pressure oscillations, as known from the
BP2 and SITA tensiometers, this new method does not
require a small volume of the measuring system, so
additional errors in the surface tension measurement do
not arise.
The present manuscript gives an overview of the main

experimental aspects of bubble pressure tensiometry, not
only in respect to the measurement of characteristic
times of bubble formation. An analysis of the influence
of the geometry of the measurement system, and the
design of the capillary on the measured surface tension
data, is given. A comparison of results obtained dem-

onstrates how large results from measurements with
different instruments can deviate.

2. Typical scheme of a tensiometer, measuring pro-
cedure and data analysis

The designs of bubble pressure tensiometers are var-
ious. As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates the flow chart of
the tensiometer BPA(SINTERFACE). It is equipped
with a gas flow oscillation analyser, in which the above
mentioned new method for the determination of bubble
surface lifetime is implemented. One important peculi-
arity is, for example, the pneumatic system. The air or
any other gas is pressed by the compressor 1 through
the gas volume 2, capillary 3 and gas volume 4, which
smoothen the flow and pressure at the inlet of the
measuring system. The air flow is determined from the
pressure difference along the flow capillary 5 via a
differential pressure sensor 6. The control of the volume
of separating bubbles is arranged by a deflector located
opposite to the capillary at a definite distancew18x. The
optimum internal gas volume of the instrument 8 and
selection of the right capillary are two important points
in the design of the device and will be discussed in
detail below.
The measurement procedure is usually quite simple—

the pressure is measured as a function of bubble rate
and further analysed depending on the algorithms imple-
mented in the respective instrument. The BPA discussed
here has a more complex procedure that finally makes
it suitable for measurements at very short adsorption
times w53x. The pressure in the internal volumeP ands

the gas flow rateL are measured as a function of time
and recorded in 0.5-ms intervals. Note that in the MPT2
only the average gas flowL is registered. In Figs. 2 and
3, examples of dependencesL(t) and P (t) are shown.i

Arrows indicate the various phases of bubble growth.
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Fig. 3. The example of theP (t) dependence. Arrows indicate thes

duration of corresponding stages of bubble growth.

Fig. 2. The example of theL(t) dependence. Arrows indicate the duration of corresponding stages of bubble growth.

The time intervals between successive maxima or min-
ima in P andL constitute the total bubble time neces-s

sary for the formation and separation of each bubble:
t st qt . The duration of the increase inL (Fig. 2) andb l d

decrease inP (Fig. 3), respectively, corresponds to thes

dead timet . To calculate the lifetimet , two methodsd l

can be used. At first it can be calculated from the
relationt st yt with t andt determined as explainedl b d b d

above. Secondly, we can obtain it from the time intervals
of decrease inL and increase inP , respectively. Afters

averaging thet obtained values, the results of the twol

methods are compared and the value with the lower
standard deviation is accepted.
The maximum pressure in the measuring system is

calculated from the peaks in the dependenceP (t) (cf.s

Fig. 3) also averaged over a certain number of measured
oscillations (10–400 cycles, depending on the given
bubble formation frequency). The surface tensiong can
be calculated from the measured maximum capillary
pressureP and the known capillary radiusr using the
Laplace equation

rØP
gsf . (1)

2

The correction factorf is needed for capillaries with a
radiusr)0.1 mm, which is the case for all commercial
instruments. For capillaries of small radii(f0.1 mm)
the bubbles are sufficiently spherical and the error of
calculation ofg from Eq. (1) with fs1 is less than
0.5%. Thus, a calibration with a known liquid eliminates
this error completely. For wide capillaries, for example
1 mm, as used in some tensiometersw54,55x, the error
in the surface tension of water can amount up to 10%
w35x. When surfactant solutions are studied, this error
increases and is roughly proportional to the ratio

between the surface tensions of water and this surfactant
solution. This means that for surfactant solutions a
calibration with respect to water does not work and
errors of 10% and more can arise. Note that all known
corrections are valid under static conditions. The fast
bubble formation is a highly dynamic process and the
error arising from Eq.(1) is even higher, caused by
dynamic effects. Especially for surfactant solutions this
leads to increase radii of the growing bubblesw7,28,30x.
The measured capillary pressureP can be expressed

via the excess maximum pressure in the measuring
systemP , the hydrostatic liquid pressureP sDrgHs H

and the excess pressureP (arising due to dynamicd

effects, such as aerodynamic resistance of the capillary
and viscous of the liquid, etc.), while Dr is the differ-
ence between the densities of liquid and gas,g the
gravity andH the immersion depth of the capillary into
the liquid. Hence, the capillary pressure is given by
w2,7x
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Fig. 4. The dependence ofDLyL (curve 1) andDPyP (curve 2)max max

on V .s Fig. 6. TheP (t) dependence for a system volume of 20.5 ml.s

Fig. 5. TheL(t) dependence for a system volume of 20.5 ml.

PsP yP yP , (2)s H d

and from Eqs.(1) and(2) we have

r P yPŽ .s H
gsf yDg yDg (3)a v2

The term Dg represents the effect caused by thea

aerodynamic resistance, and the second additional term
Dg reflects the effect of viscosity of the studied liquid.v

3. Analysis of experimental data

3.1. Comparison of two methods for the determination
of the bubble lifetime

In the experiments given in Ref.w52x a capillary of
radius 0.085 mm and length approximately 10 mm was

used, and the deflector was located in a distance of 1
mm from the capillary tip. As mentioned above, the
deflector ensures the formation of separating bubbles
with constant volume almost independent of the fre-
quency. In the mentioned experiments, system volumes
of V s1.5, 4.5 and 20.5 ml, respectively, were used.s

For a bubble volume ofV s2 mm , ratios ofV yV s3
b s b

750, 2.250 and 10.250, respectively, result.
Dependencies of the relative change of air flowDLy

L and pressureDPyP in the measuring system onmax max

the system volumeV are shown in Fig. 4. HereDL ands

DP are differences between the maxima and minima of
the air flow L and pressureP, respectively(cf. Figs. 2
and 3). Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the dependenciesL(t)
and P (t) for water at similart values for a systems l

volumeV s20.5 ml. The analysis of the dependenciess
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shown in Figs. 4–6 yields a number of significant
differences:

i. the relative amplitude of measured flow oscillations
is more than one order of magnitude higher than the
relative amplitude of system pressure oscillations;

ii. the values oft and t can be precisely determinedl d

from the flow oscillations irrespective of the meas-
uring system volume;

iii. the bubble lifetime can be accurately determined
from pressure oscillations only for a minimum sys-
tem volume;

iv. for V s4.5 and 20.5 ml the onsets of pressures

decrease and increase are unclear(Fig. 6), and this
uncertainty is comparable with the value oft .d

The expected pressure decrease in the measuring
system due to the growth and separation of a bubble
during the dead time interval can be estimated from the
expressionw7x

V P qPb a s
DP yP s P yP yP ( , (4)Ž .ss s max min s V Ps s

As the excess pressure in the systemP is small ass

compared to the atmospheric pressureP , one can takea

only the atmospheric pressureP s10 Pa for estimates5
a

with Eq. (4). For example, for the compared system
volumes the obtainedDP yP values are 0.048, 0.016s s

and 0.004, respectively, which are quite close to the
experimental values shown in Fig. 4.
Note that the results discussed here were obtained for

narrow capillaries. For wider capillaries(with radius
r 00.5 mm), and small measuring system volumescap

(as it is the case, for example, in the SITA tensiometer
w54,55x), the course of pressure minima in theP (t)s

curve is different. In this case, the growth of the bubble
during the dead time leads to a significant drop of the
excess pressure in the system so that for large separating
bubbles the pressure minima can be comparable to the
hydrostatic pressure at the bubble tip. For conditions of
the SITA tensiometer theDP difference is relativelys

high (close to P ), due to the very low capillarymax

pressure and the low ratioV yV . It will be showns b

below that a small ratioV yV alone causes large errorss b

in the measured maximum pressure, which finally leads
to large errors in the surface tension of surfactant
solutions. P cannot be lower than the hydrostaticmin

pressure, otherwise a formation and separation of bub-
bles were impossible. Thus, for large separating bubbles
and a small ratioV yV we can getP fP . In thiss b min H

case, however, the separation of a bubble is followed
by a penetration of liquid into the capillary even when
the internal surface of the capillary is hydrophobized
w7,29x. This fact, in addition to the necessary account
for the non-spherical bubble shape in Eq.(1), makes an
analysis of such tensiometry data in the framework of

common theoretical adsorption models quite cumber-
somew2,29x.
When we compare the standard measurement errors

for the time values measured by the two methods, we
can see that the absolute measurement error for the
determination oft and t from flow oscillations in thel d

range between 5 and 20 ms does not exceed 1 ms(i.e.
is close to the instrumental error) and is independent of
the measuring system volume. In contrast, the calcula-
tions based on pressure oscillations for the system with
minimum volume(1.5 cm) have a standard error in the3

determinedt values of 1.5–3 ms, forV s4.5 cm the3
l s

standard error is 4–5 ms and forV s20.5 cm the3
s

standard error becomes as high as 10 ms. Therefore, the
measurement of bubble lifetimes based on pressure
oscillations is possible only for very small system
volumes, while for larger volumes this method becomes
unacceptable for surface lifetimes in the range of milli-
seconds. The absolute standard error in the determination
of t from flow oscillations att )20 ms becomes higherl l

because of certain instabilities in the bubble generation
process; however, the relative standard error in the range
from 20 to 1000 ms does not exceed 4%.
The advantages of the proposed method of determin-

ing the surface lifetime are more evident when data for
surfactant solutions are considered. In Ref.w52x, solu-
tions of dodecyl phosphine oxide(C DMPO) at a12

concentration of 1 mmolyl at 20 8C were measured.
Similarly to the results obtained for water, the detection
based on gas flow oscillation provides an unambiguous
differentiation between all phases of bubble formation.
On the other hand, the same differentiation from pressure
oscillations becomes doubtful even forV s4.5 cm . For3

s

the largest system volumeV s20.5 cm , the differenti-3
s

ation between different phases of bubble formation
becomes impossible, and only the bubble timet can beb

determined.

3.2. Determination of the so-called dead time

Fig. 7 illustrates measurements of bubble timet sb
t qt and dead timet using the flow oscillation methodd l d

w53x for water and a C DMPO solution with measure-12

ment systems of different gas volume. For a given
liquid, the dependencet (t ) is almost independent ofd b

V , which is in agreement with the maximum bubbles

pressure theory and indicates that the use of the deflector
is justified w2x. The deflector ensures a stabile bubble
size irrespective of the formation frequency, and, there-
fore, the dead time remains approximately constant at a
fixed system pressureP . This is seen to be true for thes

data for water as shown in Fig. 7. The variation ofPs
due to the variation in the surface tension of the
surfactant solution or additional dynamic effects in the
short time range is taken into account via the Poiseuille
equationw2,18x. The two lines 1 and 2 were calculated
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Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 7 forV s20.5 ml and(h) the capillarys

radius 0.125 mm, water;(�) the capillary radius 0.075 mm, water;
(n) the capillary radius 0.075 mm, C DMPO solution.12

Fig. 7. The dependence of the dead timet on the bubble timet st qt for water (below) and C DMPO solution(above) for the capillaryd b d l 12

radius 0.085 mm and measuring system volumeV s1.5 (�), 3.7 (h), 4.5 (n) and 20.5 ml(m). Straight lines 1(C DMPO solution) and 2s 12

(water) were calculated from Eq.(5).

from the system pressure according to the relationship

UPsUt st , (5)d d Ps

where asterisks denote corresponding parameters in the
critical point of theP (L) dependence. Note that in boths

instruments, MPT2 and BPA-1, use is made of this
detail. Therefore, the dead time in the critical pointt *d
(shown by an arrow in Fig. 7) for the capillary employed
is 11.0 and 11.5 ms for water and C DMPO solution,12

respectively. The lines, calculated from Eq.(5), agree
satisfactorily with the measured values. At the same
time, the results indicate that the minimum dead time
measured from flow oscillations in the BPA(i.e. thet *d
value in the critical point in theP (L) dependence) iss

approximately 1 ms lower than that calculated from the
assumption thatV sconstant. For the two liquids(waters

and C DMPO solution) this value is 10.0 ms. This12

difference results from the hydrodynamic effects occur-
ring at high bubble formation frequencies and is consid-
ered only in the measurement procedure of the BPA
w53x. As the lifetime in the critical point is taken to be
zero, this error in the determination of the dead time
would lead to a larger relative error int and amountsl

to approximately 10% in the millisecond time rangew2x.
The absolute error in the determination oft )20 msl

would also be higher; however, the relative error in the
t time range 20–100 ms would not exceed 10%, andl

decreases with increasingt down to 5%. Thus, theb

explicit lifetime measurement via flow oscillations
decreases the standard error oft measurements to halfl

as compared with other procedures.
It follows from the theoryw2,7x that for a fixed bubble

volume any increase in the capillary radius results in a
decrease of the dead timet , and vice versa. Results ofd

studies performed for capillaries of radii 0.075 and
0.125 mm, respectively, are shown in Fig. 8 and exhibit
good agreement with the theoryw2,7x. In both cases the
capillary length was 10 mm and the volume of the
bubbles 2–3 mm . The lines in this figure were calcu-3

lated from Eq.(5).
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Fig. 9. The dependence of apparent dynamic surface tension of water at 208C and measuring system volumeV s1.5 (�), 3.7 (h), 4.5 (n)s

and 20.5 ml(m). (e) The results obtained with capillary radius 0.125 mm andV s4 ml.s

Fig. 10. The dependence of measured dynamic surface tension of C DMPO solution at 208C and measuring system volumeV s1.5 (�), 3.712 s

(h), 4.5 (n) and 20.5 ml(m).

3.3. Effect of the system volume V on measured dynamics

surface tensions

The apparent dynamic surface tensions of water at 20
8C for various volumes of the measuring system are
shown in Fig. 9(data from the tensiometer BPA-1w53x).
To eliminate errors caused by an incorrect capillary
radius and bubble non-sphericity, a calibration with
respect to water can be performed, using the known
reference surface tension(72.75 mNym at 208C).
In the tensiometer MPT2 the calibration is performed

in the surface lifetime range of 0.3–0.6 s, in order to
eliminate additional dynamic effectsw2,21–27x. One can
see that in the surface lifetime beyond 300 ms, the
measurement results made for different system volumes
reproduce the reference value for water within 0.1 mNy

m. In the BPA, the calibration is performed in a similar
time range(0.5–1 s). To eliminate aerodynamic resis-
tance effects, the dependence of excess surface tension
correction termDg (t ) in the ranget -1 s is approxi-a l l

mated by a fourth order polynomial.
In the range t -100 ms the measured(apparent)l

surface tension is higher than the reference value. This
is due to the hydrodynamic effects caused by the rapid
bubble growth and has to be correctedw2x. It should be
noted that for a small system volume(V s1.5 cm) the3

s

increase in the apparent surface tension value is signif-
icantly higher. This additional effect is predicted by the
theory w7,30x where the use of small volume reservoirs
is considered.
The effect of the system volumeV on the dynamics

surface tension of C DMPO solutions is illustrated in12
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Fig. 11. Example of the series consisting of two bubbles detected from the flow oscillations.

Fig. 10. The results are in agreement with the predictions
of the theoretical modelw7,30x: the lower the system
volume, the higher is the apparent dynamic surface
tension in the millisecond time range, because an excess
pressure in the system is needed to generate bubbles at
a given frequency. Only at very long times(10 s and
more; not shown in Fig. 10), i.e. in the vicinity of
equilibrium, one can expect overlap of all dependencies
for different system volumes. We can see that for a
system volumeV s1.5 cm the error in the measured3

s

g values, as compared with the value forV s20.5 cm ,3s

is between 5 and 10%. At the same time, the error in
the dynamic surface tensions measurement forV s20.5s

cm are only 1–2% lower than those forV s4.5 cm .3 3
s

3.4. Optimisation of the system volume

On the basis of the results in the previous sections
we can make a rational choice of the measuring system
volume, which ensures precise measurement of both the
lifetime and surface tension. Clearly, systems with a
volume less than 4 ml(i.e.V yV -2.000) cannot ensures b

a precise measurement of the maximum pressure(i.e.
surface tension) sufficient for scientific investigations
and most technologic purposes. Therefore, to increase
the measurement accuracy one should employ systems
with larger gas volume. On the other hand, if the system
volume is very high(say,V yV )10.000), undesirables b

hydrodynamic effects and technical problems arise. One
of the major negative effects for largeV is the formations

of bubble seriesw7x. If the pressure dropDP in thes

measuring system during the separation of a bubble is
too small, then the inertia of the gas can generate the
formation of series of two or more bubbles. This bubble
series formation is known to introduce significant errors
in the determination of surface tension and lifetime. The
results of measurements for a capillary of radius 0.125

mm, immersed into water, and a system volume approx-
imately 40 cm , are shown in Fig. 11. The formation of3

series of two subsequent bubbles is clearly visible.
Another drawback related to systems of very large
volume is the increased pressure relaxation time in the
system following a flow rate variation. For example, a
system of 40 cm volume requires 15–20 s for pressure3

stabilisation after a change of the flow rate. This makes
the measurement procedure more time consuming. Also,
much more foam could be formed in such cases, which
prevents the use of the method for small sample vol-
umes, e.g. in medical applicationsw50x.
Therefore, the optimum system volume, if all factors

are taken into account, is that yielding a ratio ofV yVs b

in the range between 2.000 and 5000. As for such
volumes the use of pressure oscillations for the deter-
mination of lifetime has large errors, gas flow oscilla-
tions are superior and should be analysed insteadw53x.

3.5. Determination of the hydrodynamic pressure

Simon w1x used a single capillary in his experiment
and therefore the immersion depth of the capillary into
the liquid had to be measured to account for the
hydrostatic pressure. This depth would not have to be
measured if the capillary tip is exactly at the liquid level
w8x or if two capillaries(narrow and wide) are used, as
proposed by Sugdenw9x. This idea was further developed
by other authors leading to various modifications of the
MBP method, based on the measurement of the immer-
sion depth difference for capillaries with different diam-
eters in the same liquid, of two identical capillaries in
different liquids, etc.w10–15x. Due to our opinion, set-
ups with two capillaries can be successfully used in
studies only of pure liquids or highly concentrated
solutions (cf., for example, Refs.w16,17x). For usual
surfactant solutions, however, due to the dynamic char-
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Fig. 12. The dependence of the pressure in the measuring system of the tensiometer MPT2 on the flow rate for water(h, e, n) and C DMPO12

solution(j, �, m) for the hydrostatic pressure values 100(n, m), 300 (e, �) and 500 Pa(h, j).

acter of the surface tension, significant errors can arise
caused by the fact that surface tensions in bubbles of
different size are different. It is very difficult to satisfy
the conditiongsconstant, because it is insufficient to
ensure equal lifetimes for the two compared bubbles.
Moreover, although it is difficult to enforce equal dead
times for both capillaries, this does not necessarily
ensure equal initial surfactant load on the surface of
small and large bubblesw30x.
An approximation of the hydrostatic pressure, without

any measurements of the capillary immersion depth, can
be performed using a single capillary. Such a procedure
is implemented, for example, in the tensiometer T60
w54,55x: a low V yV ratio and a large radius of thes b

separating bubble ensure that the pressure in the mini-
mum point of theP (t) curve is approximately equal tos

the hydrostatic pressure. In the MPT2 tensiometer the
existing procedure of determination of the critical point
in the P (L) dependence can be used for the corrections

of the hydrostatic pressure. Examples of such depend-
encies for water and a C DMPO solution, obtained for12

various values of the hydrostatic pressure(100–500 Pa),
are shown in Fig. 12. One can see that the critical
pressureP (shown by arrows) for any given hydrostaticc

pressure in the case of C DMPO solution is exactly12

equal to the pressure in the measuring system throughout
the whole range of the bubble regime(P-P ) for waterc

with the same hydrostatic pressure. It is seen from the
dependencies presented in Fig. 12 that the hydrostatic
pressure determined in this way differs from the value
measured from the capillary immersion depth by less
than 20 Pa. Obviously, the accuracy of theP calculationH

with this method depends on the accuracy of the
determination ofP . For diluted solutions, where thec

slope of theP vs. L curve atP-P changes signifi-s c

cantly, such problem does not exist. For higher concen-
trated solutions(cf. Fig. 12) one can improve the
accuracy of the determination ofP , analysing gas flowc

oscillations. When the critical pressure(i.e. from single
bubble to the gas jet regime) is passed, a sharp decrease
is observed in the oscillation amplitude, and the flow
oscillations become irregular: the standard deviation of
the determination oft becomes 100% and more, insteadb

of 10–15%. In addition to the correction of the hydro-
static pressure, this method allows to compensate small
excess pressure caused by other reasons.
However, to perform precise measurements of dynam-

ic surface tension, one should account for the hydrostatic
pressure by accurate measurements of the capillary
immersion depth. It should be noted that for narrow
capillaries an even rather low accuracy of this procedure
(say, to within 0.3 mm) results in surface tension errors
less than 0.5%.
In the BPA-1 single capillaries are employed. To

exactly account for the hydrostatic pressureP , theH

liquidygas interface is automatically determined via the
pressure jump appearing when the capillary touches the
liquid surface. Subsequently, the capillary is immersed
into the liquid to a depth chosen by the user(2–20 mm,
with an accuracy of"0.05 mm).

3.6. Dynamic surface tensions at longer adsorption times

It was noted above that during the separation of a
bubble the pressure in the measuring system decreases
by DP (Eq. (4)). For relatively large system volumes,s

this phenomenon leads to a self-generation of bubbles
with longer lifetimes. This method, the so-called stopped
flow method, is implemented in the MPT2 tensiometer
w2x. If the system is absolutely hermetic, then the surface
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Fig. 13. Examples showing the time dependence of the relative power
supplied to the Peltier generator.

Fig. 14. The dependence of dynamic surface tension for cerebrospinal
fluid (h, j) and blood serum(e, �) with the Peltier generator
activated(h, e) and not activated(j, �).

tension change per separating bubble is given byw2x

r P qP VŽ .a s b
Dgs . (6)

2Vs

Therefore, increasing time intervals between separating
bubbles result, depending on the rate of surface tension
decrease. The lifetime of each subsequent bubble is
higher than that of the preceding one. However, this
method is characterised by some deficiencies. First, to
implement this method, the measuring system volume
should be comparatively large. Best results were
obtained for 100–500 cmw2x. However, it was shown3

above that for large system volumes the bubble series
can appear. In addition, small air leakage through valves
and small temperature changes in the system by the
thermostatic control restrict a controlled generation of
bubbles to times of approximately 10 s, especially when
g changes only slightly with time.
To extend the region, in which the bubble lifetime

can be measured, tensiometers can be equipped with a
Peltier bubble generator(up to 100 s in the tensiometers
MPT2 and BPA) w53x. The generator 9 is connected to
the volume 8(Fig. 1) and controlled by the computer
13 via the interface 12. Before the generator is started,
the initial bubble interval of approximately 0.5 s is set
up by the compressor 1. Then the compressor is cut off
the measuring system by the valve 10(cf. Fig. 1), and
in the same moment the Peltier generator is activated.
The design of the generator with an internal volume of
approximately 3 cm allows the generation of 1003

bubbles via heating of the Peltier elements to its maxi-
mum temperature over a time interval of 3–30 min. The
optimal regime for the power change supplied to the
generator was optimised experimentally so that the
interval between bubbles is gradually increased, and, at
the same time, the surface tension of the studied solution
for consecutive bubbles decreases. Two examples of

power regimes for the Peltier generator are shown in
Fig. 13. Typically, the power is maximal during the first
10–30 s, ensuring an initial generation of bubbles with
intervals of 0.5 to 2–3 s. Then the power is sharply
decreased to 20–50% of the maximum value, and a
regime of slow linear power increase up to the maximum
value follows for a fixed duration of the experimental
run. For a slow surface tension decrease the rapid regime
is preferred(line 1), while for a faster surface tension
decrease the slower heating regime is suitable(line 2).
Examples obtained in studies of biologic liquids(using
regime 2) are shown in Fig. 14. The total volume of
the measuring system and the Peltier elements in these
experiments was 25 cm . For comparison, the depend-3

encies obtained for the same liquids without the Peltier
generator, i.e. measured with the stopped flow procedure,
are also presented as solid symbols in Fig. 14. Fort)1
s and the stopped flow regime only a few points are
obtained, insufficient for an analysis of ag(t) depend-
ence in the long time rangew50x.
After the experimental run is completed, the Peltier

elements are cooled down by applying the inversed
electric current. This option can be used also to increase
the number of generated bubbles—in this case the Peltier
elements should be preliminary cooled.

3.7. Dependence of dead time on the geometry of the
capillary

The dead timet in the critical point is determinedd

from the relationshipt sV yL , where L is the gasd b c c

flow at the critical pointw2x. For any system pressure
(and any gas flow), a correction to the dead time can
be introduced using Eq.(5). In turn, the critical flow is
determined by the capillary parametersw2x, i.e. the
longer the capillary and the smaller its diameter, the
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lower is the gas flow in the critical point. Therefore, for
a fixed capillary radius one can control the critical gas
flow rate L (and, therefore, the dead time) by varyingc

the capillary lengthw56x. However, for wide capillaries
(diameter 2r00.25 mm) the respective capillary length
can be quite long, so that this procedure becomes
impracticable for the control of the critical flow. This
obstacle could be overcome by using combined narrow
and wide capillaries, arranged by a wide capillary
immersed into the liquid and connected to a narrow
capillary, or by decreasing the cross-section of a wide
capillary in its upper part by a special insert. Note that
these methods could be used to control the dead time
only in systems for which the conditionV <V (P yP )b s s a

is fulfilled (P is the atmospheric pressure). This con-a

dition corresponds to the situation when the gas mass
excess in the system is large enough to enable a
spontaneous formation of bubbles during the dead time,
controlled only by the capillary resistance. However, in
some devices this condition does not hold, and therefore
the dead time varies quite strongly, because the process
of bubble growth is determined by the gas flow from
the compressor to the measuring systemw54,55,57x.
From the theory for the MBPM the critical gas flow

L can be readily calculated from the aerodynamicc

resistance of the capillaryw2x. The following relationship
for a capillary with arbitrary geometry follows from the
Poiseuille law(w2x, Eq. (15)):

Pc sconstantsK, (7)
L kc P

k s8hlypr is the Poiseuille coefficient that depends4
P

on the gas viscosityh, the capillary lengthl and radius
r. The coefficientk can be determined experimentallyP

when the capillary is not immersed into the liquid and
we getk sdPydL. The theoretical value of the dimen-P

sionless constantK)1 is in agreement with experimen-
tal findings(K(1.6) w2x.
As the dead time is determined byV and L , it isb c

possible to controlt for any capillary diameter. Thisd

can be achieved by varying the critical flow rateL thatc

depends on the aerodynamic resistance of the capillary
(Eq. (3)), and also by the value ofV that in turnb

depends on the position of the bubble deflector. Note
that the shorter the dead time, the lower is the initial
adsorption at the bubble surface, and consequently the
lower is the surface lifetimes available for the studies
w2,58x.
It was demonstrated experimentally that, under equal

conditions(capillary diameter, surface tension), an elon-
gation of the capillary, the introduction of an additional
resistance and smaller bubble volumesV lower theb

value for L . In contrast to static conditions, i.e. whenc

bubbles separate due to buoyancy force, under dynamic
conditions the pressure exerted onto the bubble by the

gas inflow from the capillary plays a significant role. In
this case, the higher the pressure created by the gas
flow, the smaller is the bubble size. However, if the gas
flow velocity is too high, the bubble can exceed a
critical size, determined by the balance between buoy-
ancy and capillary forces. For water and a capillary
diameter of 0.25 mm this critical size is 5.7 mm . This3

is caused by the continuous gas inflow into the bubble
from the measuring system during the separation of the
bubble from the capillary. These opposite trends in the
bubble volume caused by the increase in the gas flow
velocity was recently studied experimentallyw56x. For
example, with a capillary diameter of 0.25 mm and
length of 15 mm, which refers to a high velocity of the
gas flow from the capillary, we obtainL s300 mmys3

c

and V s10 mm . This is approximately two times3
b

higher than the critical size. For a capillary with the
same diameter and 57-mm length, the gas velocity is
four times lower and values ofL s83 mm ys andV s3

c b

2.75 mm were obtained. These values are approximate-3

ly two times lower than the critical size determined
from the balance between buoyancy and capillary forces.
These two capillaries are characterised by approximately
the same dead time oft s30–35 ms. Therefore, thed

capillary with high aerodynamic resistance can be used
without a bubble deflector and would be convenient in
measurements with foam-forming low concentrated
solutions, and at lifetimes larger than 5 ms. On the
contrary, a shorter capillary but with bubble deflector
(in this caseV can be obtained as small as 2 mm) can3

b

be employed in studies of concentrated solutions and
surface lifetimes below 1 ms, because the corresponding
dead time is as low as 5 msw2,57x. In summary, the
variation of the capillary geometry can help to achieve
optimum characteristics of the bubble formation process,
such as critical gas flow, bubble volume and dead time.

3.8. Correction of a non-spherical bubble shape

As mentioned above, when capillaries of larger diam-
eter are used, the shape of the generated bubbles is not
ideally spherical. Thus, using the capillary radiusr ascap

radius of curvature for the calculation of the capillary
pressure leads to significant errors. The larger the cap-
illary is, the more significant are the deviations from
sphericity and hence the resulting errors.
The BPA can employ capillaries of diameter between

0.25 and 1.0 mm, and the surface tension is calculated
with an automatic correction for the non-sphericity of
the bubble. The correction factor(Eq. (3)) is given by
w2x

iB Er
C Ffs a , (8)i8
D Ga
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Fig. 15. Dead time as a function of surface tension for the Triton X-100(2 mmolyl) and C EO (0.3 mmolyl) aqueous solutions(curves 1 and12 6

2, respectively); the Triton X-100(2 mmolyl) solutions in 50 and 70% solutions of glycerine in water(curves 3 and 4, respectively), and 80%
glycerine aqueous solution(curve 5); the viscosity values were 1 mmys (solutions 1 and 2), 5, 23 and 52 mmys (solutions 3, 4 and 5).2 2

Fig. 16. Non-corrected(open circles) and corrected(filled circles)
dependences of the surface tension for 2 mmolyl Triton X-100 in a
50% glycerine solution.

wherea is the capillary constant defined by

2g
as , (9)yDrg

and the coefficients in Eq.(8) have the following values
w35x: a s0.99951,a s0.01359,a sy0.69498,a sy0 1 2 3

0.11133,a s0.56447,a sy0.20156.4 5

3.9. Influence of the liquid viscosity on surface tension
measurements

The tensiometers MPT2 and BPA have options to
introduce a correction for the viscosity of the studied
liquid. The viscosity is considered to be known for the
studied system. In this case, the BPA measuring pro-

gram, for example, employs a procedure that accounts
for an additional resistance at short bubble lifetimes
(Eq. (3)) as w2x

P
Dg s yCyf ln t ln h. (10)Ž .v l Pcal

whereC andf are constants,t is the measured lifetime,l

P is the actual pressure,P is the calibration pressurecal

for water andh is the viscosity of the liquid. An
additional procedure is implemented, on the basis of a
correlation between the viscosity and the dead time
valuesw59x

t sAyag (11)d

where A and a are constants characteristic for each
liquid. It is important that the slope of thet vs. surfaced

tension curve depends on the viscosity of the liquid.
Some examples of such dependencies are shown in Fig.
15. The higher the liquid viscosity, the larger is the
slope of the dependencet (g). This fact can bed

explained by an increasing bubble volume separating
from the capillary, because the increase in viscosity
leads to a retardation of the bubble separation process.
For viscosities 2 mmys-h-100 mmys, the depend-2 2

ence ofa on h is quite linear. Therefore, we obtain

asBqbh (12)

whereB andb are constants. If the viscosity is in the
given range, the user does not need to input the viscosity
value along with other parameters of the studied system
because the software determines it. As an example, non-
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Fig. 17. Schematic dependence of pressure in the measuring system
on the gas flow through the capillary for pure water(cs0) and sur-
factant solutions of concentrationsc -c .1 2

corrected(open circles) and corrected(filled circles)
surface tensions for a 2 mmolyl Triton X-100 in a 50%
glycerine solution are shown in Fig. 16. The viscosity
obtained from Eq.(12) is hs6.1 mm ys, instead of 6.32

mm ys measured directly for the wateryglycerine mix-2

ture. Both effects,Dg andDg (Eq. (3)), fade out ata v

lifetimes t )0.5 s.l

3.10. Limits of applicability of the maximum bubble
pressure method

The time range available for an MBP instrument for
measuring dynamic surface tensions is mainly deter-
mined by the capillary parameters and the size of the
separating bubble. The dependence of the excess pres-
sureP on the gas flowL two regimes lets us distinguishs

(cf. Fig. 17) the gas jet flow regime for flow rates
above the critical valueL (indicated by an arrow), andc

the single bubble regime forL-L . In the critical pointc

bubbles are formed continuously and the interval
between bubblest is exactly equal to the dead timet .b d

The slope of the line in the jet regime range is deter-
mined by the aerodynamic resistance of the capillary
k w2x:P

dP 8hlssk ' . (13)P 4dL pr

The dependence ofP on L for any solvent(cs0) ins

the bubble regime region is parallel to the abscissa axis.
The higher is the surfactant concentration in the solution
(c )c ), the higher is the slope of the dependenceP (L)2 1 s

in the regionL-L . Clearly, the slope cannot exceedc

k , because the gas flow velocity along the capillaryP

cannot exceed that predicted by the Poiseuille law(Eq.
(13)). Therefore, expressing the kinetics of adsorption

at a growing bubble via the derivative dP ydL, one cans

determine the values of the capillary parameters for
which the surface tensiong of a given solution could
be studied. The excess pressure in the system can be
expressed approximately(Eq. (1)) by P s2gyr, whiles

the air flow in the capillary can be approximated by
LsV yt using the bubble volumeV and the bubbleb b b

time t . The derivative dP ydL (V sconstant andt sb s b d

constant) caused by adsorption(index a) is given by

2 2B E B E B EdP 2t dg 2t dPs b bC F C F C Fsy s , (14)
D G D G D GdL rV dt rV dta b l b l

wherePsg yg is the surface pressure of the surfactant0

solution andg is the surface tension of the pure solvent.0

As mentioned above, the relation between any deriva-
tives dP ydL and(dP ydL) holdss s a

B EdP dPs sC F0 (15)
D GdL dL a

which, together with Eq.(14), yields the requirement
for (dPydt ) for a studied solution:l a

B EdP k rVP bC F ( (16)2
D Gdt 2tl a b

Therefore, only capillaries with high enough aerodynam-
ic resistance(the constantk ) can be used to analyseP

the adsorption processes characterised by high values of
the derivative(dPydt ) . Eq. (16) can be specified ifl a

we assume a diffusion controlled adsorption kinetics for
the surfactant and use the approximation for the dead
time derived in Ref.w60x. For short lifetimes,t 4t , ad l

criterion was derived in Ref.w56x, which allows to
estimate the potential capacity of an MBPM:

B EdP g t0 dC F ( . (17)2
D Gdt 1.6(tqt )l a l d

For a diffusion controlled adsorption mechanism and a
capillary with t s100 ms, solutions with concentrationsd

c-1 mmolyl can be studied in a time intervalt )3 ms.l

If we use, however, a capillary witht s10 ms, we cand

investigate solutions up to concentration of 5 mmolyl
w56x. Clearly, these estimates are only the lower concen-
tration limits, especially when the adsorption mechanism
is not based on diffusional transport. For micellar solu-
tions and solutions of ionic surfactants, the adsorption
rate is lower than predicted by the diffusion modelw5x.
Therefore, the MBPM can usually be applied to higher
concentrations.
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Fig. 18. The dependence of dynamic surface tension of Triton X-100 solution at temperature 22–238C for different concentration: 0.05(curve
1), 0.1 (curve 2), 0.2 (curve 3), 0.5 (curve 4), 1.0 (curve 5) and 2.0 mmolyl (curve 6); open symbols—BPA, closed symbols—MPT2.

3.11. Comparison of dynamic surface tensions measured
by different MBP tensiometers

It is interesting to compare the results obtained for
the same surfactant solution but with different instru-
ments. We present here measurement for Triton X-100
solutions using MPT2(detection oft and recalculationb

of t via the critical point in theP(L) dependence) andl

BPA (direct detection oft via the gas flow oscillationsl

L(t)), and discuss the discrepancies between the
observed results.
Fig. 18 gives the dynamic surface tensions measured

for various Triton X-100 concentrations. Theg values
obtained with the tensiometer MPT2 having a system
volume of approximately 40 ml and a capillary of radius
rs0.125 mm are in a good agreement with the data
obtained by the BPA having a system volumeV s4.5s

ml and a capillary of radiusrs0.125 mm.
It was shown in Ref.w51x that g(t) values obtained

with the SITA tensiometer T60 are essentially lower
than those measured by the Kruss tensiometer BP2, and¨
data of both are lower than those measured with the
MPT2 and BPA tensiometers. We believe that the
inconsistency between the results obtained by various
devices is mainly caused by the differences in the
geometric characteristics of the capillaries and measur-
ing systems, which leads to differences in the dead time
and, hence, in the bubble volume.

4. Conclusions

Significant progress was made in maximum bubble
pressure tensiometry in the millisecond time range. This
progress is based on the analysis of gas flow rather than
pressure oscillations in the measuring system to be used
to determine the duration of all phases of bubble

formation. The design and operational principles of
different MBP tensiometers are described here, and the
influence of the main parameters of the measuring
system(capillary radius, measuring system volume and
V yV ratio) on the measurement precision of the bubbles b

lifetime and dynamic surface tension is analysed. In all
cases, the optimum procedure found is to employ suffi-
ciently narrow capillaries(with radius not exceeding
0.15 mm) and measuring systems with a ratioV yV ins b

the range between 2.000 and 5.000. The errors arising
for wide capillaries(radius up to 1 mm) and by lifetime
measurements via pressure oscillations are examined. It
is shown that wide capillaries are not acceptable due to
uncontrolled errors in the dynamic surface tension meas-
urements(of the order of 10% and more). Time detec-
tion via pressure oscillations, for narrow capillaries,
provides quite acceptable surface tension results for
technical applications(accuracy within 5%) in a surface
lifetime ranget 010 ms. The analysis of various meth-l

ods used to account for the hydrostatic pressure(two
capillaries method, minimum system pressure method
or jet regime critical pressure shift method) shows that
for studies of surfactant solutions with narrow capillaries
best results can be obtained when the capillary immer-
sion depth is measured directly. To study dynamic
surface tensions in the time range of 0.5–100 s, a Peltier
generator is advantageous.
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